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Each student has different goals and therefore different approaches to learning English. But some tips and tools are likely to help most English learners. Let's start with the three most important rules: The most important rule to remember is that learning English is a process. It takes time and it takes a lot of patience! If you are patient, you
will improve your English. The most important thing to do is to create a plan and follow that plan. Start with your English learning goals and then create a specific plan to succeed. Patience is the key to improving your English, so go slow and focus on your goals. Soon you'll speak good English if you stick to the plan. It is imperative that
learning English become a habit. In other words, you should work on your English every day. It is not necessary to study grammar every day. However, you should listen, watch, read or speak English every day - even if it's for a short time. It is much better to learn 20 minutes a day than to study two hours twice a week. Be patient:
Remember that learning a language is a gradual process — it doesn't happen overnight. Define your learning goals on time: What do you want to learn and why? Make learning a habit: Try to learn something every day. It is much better to study (or read, or listen to English messages, etc.) for 10 minutes each day than to study for 2 hours
once a week. Choose materials well: You will need reading, grammar, writing, speaking and listening to materials. Change your learning routine: It's best to do different things every day to help keep different relationships between different areas active. In other words, don't just study grammar. Find friends: Finding friends to study and talk
to in invaluable and learning English together can be very encouraging. Make it interesting: Choose listening to and reading materials that relate to what interests you. Interest in this topic will make learning more pleasant - that is, make it more efficient. Relate grammar to practical use: Grammar alone doesn't help you use language. You
should practice what you are learning by employing actively. You can use reading to help with other English skills: Reading can be used to help with vocabulary, grammar, pronunciation, and much more. Flex your mouth muscles: Understanding something doesn't mean that the muscles of your mouth can produce sounds. Practice talking
about what you're learning out loud. It may seem strange, but it's very effective. Exercising as language twisters can help improve your flexibility. Communicate: Grammar exercises are great, but having your friend on the other side of the world understand your email is fantastic! Internet use: The Internet is the most exciting, unlimited
English resource anyone can imagine, and it's right at your fingertips. The term New Englishes refers to regional and national varieties of the English language used in places where it is not the mother tongue of the majority of the population. Teh it is also known as the new English variety, the non-native English variety, and the non-native
institutionalized English variety. The new English have certain formal characteristics – lexical, phonological, and grammatical – that are different from those of British or American standard English. Examples of new englishes include Nigerian English, Singapore English, and Indian English. Most adaptations in new English relate to
vocabulary, in the form of new words (borrowing-from several hundred language sources, in such areas as Nigeria), word-formations, word-meanings, collocation, and idiomatic phrases. There are many cultural areas that could motivate new words, as speakers adapt the language to meet fresh communication needs. - David Crystal,
English as a Global Language, 2nd ed. Cambridge University Press, 2003 The pioneer in the study of New Englishes was undoubtedly Braj B. Kachru, who with his 1983 book Inding of English initiated the tradition of describing non-native varieties of English. South Asian English remains a well-documented institutionalised second
language variety, but cases of Africa and Southeast Asia are now also relatively well described. – Sandra Mollin, Euroanga english: Assessing Variety Status. Gunter Narr Verlag, 2006 The term that gained popularity is 'New English,' which Platt, Weber and Ho (1984) use to refer to the English variety with the following characteristics: (a)
It has evolved through the education system (perhaps as a medium of education at some level), rather than as the first language of home. b) It developed in an area where the majority of the population did not talk about the original English class. c) It is used for a number of functions (e.g. letter writing, government communication,
literature, lingua franca within the country and in a formal context). d) It has become nativised by creating a subset of rules that refer to it as different from American or British English. Newer English are excluded from their designation newer English on British snows (i.e. Scots and Celtic-influenced varieties such as Hiberno-English);
immigrant English; foreign English; pidgin and Creole Englishes. - Rajend Mesthrie, English in Shift: History, Structure, and Sociolinguistics of South African Indian English. Cambridge University Press, 1992 Varieties of English spoken in the countries of the outer circle were called 'New Englishes,' but the term is controversial. Singh
(1998) and Mufwene (2000) argue that it is meaningless if no language characteristic is common to all and only New Englishmen, and all varieties are recreated by children from a mixed pool of functions, so they are all new in every generation. These points are certainly true and it is important to avoid the fact that new (mainly non-native)
varieties are lower than the old (mainly native) varieties.... However, the English of India, (a) Singapore and many other outer-circle countries share a number of superficial lingual characteristics, which together facilitate their description as a group separately from America, Britain, Australia, New Zealand, etc. Arnold, 2003 We can see the
spread of English when it comes to 'old Englishes,' 'new Englishes' and English as foreign language varieties, representing types of dissemination, acquisition patterns and functional domains in which English is used across cultures and languages... For example, old varieties of English can traditionally be described as British, American,
Canadian, Australian, New Zealand, etc. New Englishmen, on the other hand, have two main features, since English is only one of two or more codes in the language repertoire and that it has gained a significant position in the language of these multilingual nations. Also from a functional point of view, the new English have expanded their
functional scope in various social, educational, administrative and literary areas. In addition, they have gained great depth when it comes to users at different levels of society. India, Nigeria, and Singapore would be examples of countries with new Englishmen. The third variety of English, English as a foreign language, was often
characterized by the fact that, unlike the countries where we find new Englishmen, these countries do not necessarily have a history of colonization by users of old English, but use English as a necessary international language. Japan, Russia, China, Indonesia, Thailand, etc. Singapore University Press, 1988 What is this bird? Find out by
letting your smartphone listen to his singing. About 12 years ago, John Laumer wrote about a $400 standalone gadget from Wildlife Acoustics that uses a directional microphone, an audio signal processing program, and a wave form matching a database to allow budding birders to identify birds by their songs. Given the price and the
relatively large shape of Song Sleuth, it's no surprise that the device hasn't become a gadget necessity, but fast forward to 2017, and the same technology can now go directly into your phone, like the $10 app that could help attract and inform budding birds about our feathered friends. The Song Sleuth app has just been released for iOS,
with an Android version in the works for this fall, not only helping people become better birders by helping them identify birds by their songs, but also includes access to the David Sibley Bird Reference, which offers more details about birds, including seasonal bird maps, song samples and illustrations of their appearance. Advanced
algorithms give Song Sleuth the ability to automatically recognize songs of nearly 200 species that could be heard in North America. Every time you make a recording, Song Sleuth shows you the three most likely species of birds he's found. From here you will have easy access to detailed information about each species. - Users of Song
Sleuth Song Sleuth only need to open the app, press the record button and allow the app to listen to and record the song of the bird, after which users are presented with the three most likely birds to which the song belongs. Visual representation of bird song frequency and timing is displayed as a real-time spectrogram on the screen, and
users can compare the spectrogram of their recordings with reference recordings that can help budding birders hone their bird song skills. Users can geotag their recordings, add their own notes to them, download audio files for future use, or even send their recordings to others via email messaging apps, further adding to the social nature
of the birding community (or used to attract more people to art and science birding). Read more at Song Sleuth, Wildlife Acoustics, or go straight to the App Store to see for yourself. Yourself.
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